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Key Takeaway: Republic of China (Taiwan) Vice President and presidential candidate Lai Ching-te will transit through the United States on August 12 and 16. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is framing Lai’s transit as a provocative crisis, which is messaging intended to justify greater People’s Liberation Army (PLA) naval and aerial activity around Taiwan. The normalization of such military activity around Taiwan in response to ROC leadership transits through the United States would support a Chinese Communist Party (CCP) coercion campaign to induce unification on the PRC’s terms.

Republic of China (ROC) Vice President and Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) presidential candidate Lai Ching-te will transit through the United States in mid-August. He will arrive in New York on August 12 on his way to Paraguay to attend the inauguration of Paraguayan President Santiago Palacios on August 15. He will arrive in San Francisco on August 16 as part of his return trip to Taiwan. Lai’s transit through the United States is well-precedented. ROC leadership, including ten vice presidents, have transited through the United States during the last several decades. US Secretary of State Antony Blinken noted on July 17 that Lai’s transit is in line with this precedent and that “there is no reason for the PRC to use this transit as a pretext for provocative action.”

The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is messaging the opposite, however. The PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Taiwan Affairs Office (TAO), and state media outlets have inaccurately framed Lai’s planned transit as a reckless move contributing to Taiwan’s independence. The MFA stated that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) will take “firm measures to safeguard the nation’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.” The TAO further claimed that the transit would endanger peace in the Taiwan Strait. The CCP-controlled Global Times compared the transit of ROC officials through the United States, including Lai’s upcoming trip, to a criminal not being punished for a crime. This narrative aims to counter valid and accurate statements that such transits are normal and unprovocative, such as Blinken’s comments last month. The Global Times also falsely framed the transit as a way for the United States to manipulate public opinion in Taiwan to push for Taiwanese independence.

The PRC framing Lai’s transit through the United States as a provocative crisis is part of a trend of CCP messaging intended to justify enhanced People’s Liberation Army (PLA) naval and aerial activity around Taiwan. The Global Times stated on July 18 that there is a new normal in the Taiwan Strait where the PRC “has increased its ability to control air and sea space across the Straits in order to deter interference.” The PLA has played a central role in establishing the “new normal.” Normalizing greater PLA activity around Taiwan confers operational advantages to the PLA by presenting the ROC military with the threat of a potential military crisis short of invasion that it must perpetually be prepared to respond to.

- The PLA Air Force has normalized violations of Taiwan’s air defense identification zone (ADIZ) during the past three years. Then-speaker US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan in August 2022. ROC President Tsai Ing-wen transited through the United States in April 2023 and met with US House Speaker Kevin McCarthy. That the PLA
launched military exercises around Taiwan in the aftermath of these two events demonstrates the CCP is actively changing cross-strait norms in line with the goals articulated by the Global Times.

- The PLA Navy (PLAN) deployed three to four ships daily around Taiwan in the week preceding the start of Tsai’s April 2023 transit. The PLAN from July 30 to August 7 has deployed between six and eleven ships daily around Taiwan, with three instances of ten or eleven ships. This increase in naval activity around Taiwan indicates that the PLA is again preparing to use naval assets during a transit of a high-ranking ROC official through the United States conjoined with potential meetings with US officials.

The normalization of heightened military activity around Taiwan in response to ROC leadership transits through the United States would support a CCP coercion campaign to initiate unification on the PRC’s terms. ISW previously assessed that the ADIZ violation flights aim to wear down Taiwanese military readiness, force difficult decisions regarding ROC resources allocation, as well as create a sense of impenetrable siege among the Taiwanese leadership and population. The ongoing increased tempo of naval operations aid in creating this sense of siege by showing that the PLA can operate at will in waters around Taiwan.

Normalization of heightened PLA military activity around Taiwan over the past three years could also support the CCP’s efforts to erode the confidence of the Taiwanese population in its government’s capacity to defend against the PRC. The PLA is advancing this objective already by intermittently operating closer to the ROC contiguous zone and increasing the number of military vessels routinely operating in the vicinity of Taiwan. The persistent presence of PLA forces enables the CCP to calibrate its responses to events that occur during the transit of a ROC official through the United States. The PLA demonstrated this in April when it conducted the Joint Sword exercise in response to ROC President Tsai Ing-wen’s transit of the United States, during which she met with US House Speaker Kevin McCarthy. This reflected a change from Tsai’s six previous transits through the United States since 2016 when the PLA did not conduct large scale exercises.
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